Daily tips for Playful Learning at Home

*Is the sun out?*

**The Sun Has Got His Hat On**

The weather can affect what we do and where we go but we can wear the right clothes to help us. In the sunny weather a hat helps to keep us safe. In this fun song the sun is wearing a hat!*

**What do I need?**

- The words of the song on this page or use the link below
  
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTZcADVbTuc
  
  A quiet spot, maybe outside and time to enjoy this fun rhyme with your wee one

**What do we do?**

- Use the video clip or if you know the song just sing or say it.
  
  The sun has got his hat on
  
  Hip-hip hooray
  
  The sun has got his hat on
  
  And he's coming out to play
  
  Now we'll all be happy
  
  Hip-hip hooray
  
  The sun has got his hat on
  
  And he's coming out today.

**What will your child learn from this play?**

- To focus and concentrate on the song
- To listen to and learn the words
- To enjoy the song

**How can you take it further?**

- Talk about sunny weather does it make you feel happy?
- What do you like to play or do in the sun?
- What else do you need to do in the sun to keep safe?
- Can you draw yourself with your sunhat on?

Here is another version of the song  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoSnn9q5n1cE

---

Play & talk together
Be careful with too many questions

Pause and wait for your child to respond
Copy what they say and add to it